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The role of human prostatic acid phosphatase (PAcP, P15309|PPAP HUMAN) in prostate
cancer was investigated using a new proteomics tool termed signal sequence swapping
(replacement of domains from the native cleaved amino terminal signal sequence of secretory/membrane proteins with corresponding regions of functionally distinct signal sequence
subtypes). This manipulation preferentially redirects proteins to different pathways of biogenesis at the endoplasmic reticulum (ER), magnifying normally difficult to detect subsets
of the protein of interest. For PAcP, this technique reveals three forms identical in amino
acid sequence but profoundly different in physiological functions, subcellular location, and
biochemical properties. These three forms of PAcP can also occur with the wildtype PAcP
signal sequence. Clinical specimens from patients with prostate cancer demonstrate that
one form, termed PL PAcP, correlates with early prostate cancer. These findings confirm the
analytical power of this method, implicate PL PAcP in prostate cancer pathogenesis, and
suggest novel anticancer therapeutic strategies.
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Many aspects of prostate cancer pathogenesis remain a mystery, including the early triggers for malignant
transformation and the basis for progression to androgen independence, two critical milestones in the natural history of prostate cancer [1]. Our studies suggest a remarkable and unexpected relationship between
these milestones in prostate cancer and different folded forms of prostatic acid phosphatase (PAcP).
PAcP has long been recognized to be important in prostate cancer, with studies demonstrating it to be a
critical, androgen-dependent regulator of prostatic epithelial cell growth [2–6]. However, heterogeneity of
subcellular location, and confounding functional associations, have made a full understanding of its role in
physiology and disease challenging. The growth regulatory form of PAcP appears to be intracellular [7–9].
Yet, a major fraction of PAcP is found secreted into seminal fluid, where it likely has other functions [10]. In
early prostate cancer, PAcP is secreted into the bloodstream [11]. Later, with prostate cancer progression,
PAcP expression by the cancer is typically lost, limiting its value as a clinical epidemiological biomarker,
a use that has been supplanted by prostate-specific antigen (PSA) [12].
Previous studies have determined that diverse pathways of protein biogenesis at the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) allow some proteins to achieve substantial heterogeneity [13–16], in some cases, with distinctive
functions [17]. By analogy, we hypothesized that intracellular, bloodstream, and seminal fluid forms of
PAcP represented the outcomes of different pathways of biogenesis, resulting in forms that may be responsible for different functions, some of which could contribute to prostate cancer. A challenge to testing this
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Results
To test our hypothesis above, we wished to determine first, whether mature PAcP expressed behind domains of different subtypes of signal sequences, resulted in differences in functional phenotype, and if so, to then correlate those
to differences in subcellular location and biochemical characteristics.
The signal sequences chosen were those of immunoglobulin G heavy chain (IgG) and prolactin (Prl), because they
have been previously shown to favor very different pathways of biogenesis by a clearly demonstrable mechanism
[14,15]. The IgG signal sequence directs formation of an ‘open’ ribosome–membrane junction (RMJ) that allows the
nascent chain to transiently interact directly with the cytosol, despite ultimately residing in the ER lumen upon chain
completion [10,21]. In contrast, the Prl signal sequence directs formation of a ‘closed’ RMJ whereby the nascent chain
is shielded from the reducing environment of the cytosol and exposed to the oxidizing environment of the ER lumen
[14,15,22]. Differences in character of the RMJ have been defined by accessibility of the nascent chain to exogenously
added probes such as proteases and antibodies [21,22]. These differences provide plausible explanations for how a
change in signal sequence could result in a change in the nascent chain’s pathway of biogenesis, and therefore, a change
in the mixture of functional forms synthesized, despite primary amino acid sequence identity of the mature protein
[13–15].

Use of chimeric signal sequences avoids the risk of miscleavage
One concern to us was that a clean swap of signal sequences might result in miscleavage by signal peptidase, whose
substrate recognition is strongly influenced by the residues of the cleavage site [23]. If the cleavage site was to change,
a new amino terminus would be generated, confounding the interpretation of any functional differences observed,
because the mature chains would no longer be identical in primary sequence, and the difference might be an artifact of the experimental method (signal sequence swapping). To avoid this possibility, only the amino terminal (N)
and hydrophobic (H) domains, rather than the entire signal sequence were swapped, leaving, in all cases, a common
carboxy (C) terminal signal sequence domain and cleavage site, as found in wt-PAcP. Previous studies have shown
that the N and H domains are sufficient to confer the swapped signal sequence’s phenotype with respect to pathway of biogenesis [14,15]. Thus, selective domain swapping, generating chimeric signal sequence coding regions in
which the C terminal domain of the signal sequence is not altered, ensures conservation of the cleavage site with that
of the wildtype protein, (see Figure 1A). The construct encoding wildtype PAcP with the signal sequence N and H
domains exchanged for those of IgG, will henceforth be referred to as IgG(NH)-PAcP. Likewise, the construct containing the Prl signal sequence N and H domains exchanged for those of the PAcP signal sequence will be referred to
as Prl(NH)-PAcP. The fidelity of signal peptidase cleavage in both cases has been confirmed by mass spectrometry as
will be discussed below.
The working hypothesis we initially explored is that IgG(NH)-PAcP favors biogenesis of GR PAcP, a form that renders prostatic epithelial growth androgen sensitive, while Prl(NH)-PAcP favors biogenesis of PL PAcP, a form that is
a growth factor. Both of these forms are hypothesized to be different from SF PAcP, the form predominant in seminal
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hypothesis is that functionally distinct subsets of proteins, including PAcP, may be extremely difficult to detect and
distinguish among the plethora of post-translational modifications (PTMs) occurring in vivo. Moreover, a host of
confounders can mask or render ambiguous otherwise clear cut distinctions between protein subsets. For example,
one form of a protein may be more flexible, exposing a buried epitope transiently, thereby mimicking another very
differently folded form in which that epitope is always on the surface. As a result, even an epitope-specific antibody
would fail to discriminate clearly between them.
A recent discovery suggested a novel way to deal with such difficulties. It was found that, in addition to targeting
nascent secretory and membrane proteins to the membrane of the ER [18], amino terminal cleaved signal sequences
can also determine the pathway(s) of biogenesis of secretory and membrane protein [14,15]. Thus the distribution
between functionally distinct forms of prion protein (PrP) achieved at the ER could be altered, either biologically (by
changes in the trans-acting proteins with which the nascent chain interacts) [13,19] or artificially (by swapping the
native signal sequence of PrP for signal sequences of other subtypes [14,18,20]. If the N-terminal signal sequence is
correctly cleaved, the family of mature proteins generated from the identical nascent chain behind different signal
sequences will be identical in primary sequence. However, subsets of those chains may differ in either folding and/or
PTMs, particularly if they have been made via different pathways at the ER. Depending on the signal sequence chosen, a minor population of folded or modified chains can have its expression magnified, and therefore can be more
readily characterized, particularly because regulatory mechanisms that might mask a given form (e.g. by feedback
down-regulation) will have been bypassed (Supplementary Figure S1).
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Figure 1. Cellular effects of the PAcP and its chimeric signal sequence constructs in LNCaP cells

(A) Line diagram of wtPAcP, IgG and Prl signal sequences. N (bold and underlined) and H (bold without underline) domains
have been engineered in front of the C domain of the wt PAcP signal sequence. Numbers above are amino acids of the signal
sequence preceding the cleavage site. Cleavage site is indicated with downward pointing arrow, followed by three residues of the
mature protein sequence. (B) Growth rate of LNCaP clone C81 cells transfected with PAcP and chimeric signal sequence
constructs. Two sets of cells were transfected with pcDNA3.1zeo+ vector harboring full-length human PAcP and chimeric signal
sequence constructs, as described in ‘Methods’ section. Mock represents cells transfected with empty pcDNA3.1zeo+ vector. The

added to the other set for the last 48 h of transfection and then cells harvested and counted. Data shown are % of growth rate above
baseline at 72 h. Mean +
− S.D. (n=5); *P<0.04, significantly different from control (C81). (D) Effect of the addition of androgen
on the level of c-Erb-B2 (pp185) in different types of transfected cells. Cells were transfected and androgen was added to the
medium as described in (C). Seventy-two hours after transfection cells were harvested, lysed, and equal amounts of total protein
(50 µg) were electrophoresed on SDS/PAGE for WB analysis with the anti-pY clone 4G10. Leftward pointing arrowhead indicates
position of c-Erb-B2 (pp185). (E) Cell growth arrest at G0 /G1 phase when transfected with IgG(NH)PAcP. Cells transfected as
described were harvested, lysed, and equal amount of total proteins analyzed by SDS/PAGE and WB with polyclonal antibody
reactive to cyclin D (open bars) or Cdk4 (closed bars). Lysates were probed with anti tubulin as a loading control shown. Data
are mean +
− S.D. (n=4); *P<0.03, significantly different from control (C81). (F) Addition of Prl(NH)PAcP transfected cell medium
overcomes androgen dependence of IgG(NH)PAcP transfected cells. Two sets of LNCaP clone C81 cells were transfected
with Prl(NH)-PAcP or empty vector. Seventy-two hours after transfection medium from both sets was harvested and used as a
replacement medium for another two sets of cells (transfected as indicated) upon completion of transfection (5 h). Seventy-two
hours later, cells were harvested, counted. The baseline for calculation of percent growth was taken to be growth in the presence
of C81 (mock transfection) medium. A control set of cells was transfected as indicated at the same time without replacement
media. The number of cells in that control was not statistically significantly different from cells that received mock replacement
medium. Data shown are % of growth rate above baseline. Mean +
− S.D. (n=4); *P<0.01, significantly different from control (C-81).
Abbreviations: DHT, 5-alpha dihydrotestosterone; SDS/PAGE, polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis in sodium dodecyl sulfate; WB,
Western blotting.

fluid. Indicated constructs were subcloned into expression vectors behind the SP6 and CMV promoters for expression in cell-free translation systems and transfected mammalian cells, respectively. Expression in cell-free systems
confirmed that the heterologous chimeric signal sequences functioned with respect to targeting to, and translocation
across, the ER membrane, and resulted in signal sequence cleavage and N-linked glycosylation, (see Supplementary
Figure S2). That the chimeric signal sequences containing IgG and Prl N and H domains formed ‘open’ and ‘closed’
RMJs, respectively, on PAcP as observed previously for other proteins [14,15], was confirmed (Supplementary Figure
S3).

Expression of IgG(NH)-PAcP magnifies growth arrest
LNCaP clone C81 is a human prostate cancer cell line that no longer expresses PAcP and is androgen-independent
for growth [24,25]. These cells were transfected with constructs encoding wtPAcP, IgG(NH)-PAcP, Prl(NH)-PAcP,
and empty vector (mock transfection). Figure 1B displays the quantified results of cell proliferation 72 h after transfection. As can be seen, IgG(NH)-PAcP results in a dramatic growth arrest (>80% inhibition) compared with mock
transfected cells. Green fluorescent protein (GFP) transfection demonstrated that the efficiency of transfection under
the conditions used, was approximately 80–95% (data not shown). Transfection of wtPAcP has a more modest effect,
with approximately 50% growth inhibition. In contrast, transfection with Prl(NH)-PAcP actually stimulated growth
to levels significantly greater than C81 cells transfected with empty pcDNA vector. Measurement of the precise magnitude of growth stimulation was confounded by the growth-inhibiting effect of cell confluence on the maximally
growth stimulated Prl(NH)-PAcP transfected cells. The growth stimulation effect was addressed more precisely by
other experiments to be discussed below. Growth inhibition was corroborated by experiments involving 3 H thymidine incorporation to measure DNA synthesis, and 3 H leucine incorporation to measure protein synthesis, both of
which were correspondingly diminished for IgG(NH)-PAcP (data not shown), consistent with Figure 1B.
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first set of cells was harvested and then counted immediately after transfection (5 h) and this number was used as the baseline
for growth rate determination. The second set was harvested and counted 72 h after transfection. Data shown are % of growth
rate above baseline. Mean +
− S.D. (n=7); *P<0.03, significantly different from control (C81). (C) Growth rate of LNCaP clone C81
cDNA transfected cells in present of androgen. Two sets of LNCaP C-81 cells were transfected as for (B). The first set was
harvested and counted 72 h after transfection and cell number used as a baseline for growth rate. A total of 10 nM of DHT was
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Given the importance of hormone sensitivity and resistance in prostate cancer pathogenesis, we wished to understand whether the apparent growth-inhibitory effect of transfection with IgG(NH)-PAcP might reflect return of
androgen-independent LNCaP C-81 cells to an androgen-dependent state. To evaluate this possibility, cells were provided with androgen-supplemented medium (Figure 1C). Remarkably, the growth-inhibited IgG(NH)-PAcP transfected cells displayed massive growth stimulation upon addition of androgen, approximating the growth observed for
androgen-independent, mock transfected LNCaP C-81 cells. Wt-PAcP transfected cells showed a modest proliferative response, but neither mock transfected or Prl-transfected cells showed any significant change in growth response
to androgen, compared with parallel transfections containing non-androgen-supplemented medium. Since addition
of androgen dramatically stimulated their growth, the inhibition of growth observed for IgG(NH)PAcP-transfected
LNCaP C81 cells is consistent with re-entrainment to an androgen-sensitive state. No differences in the level of androgen receptor expression were seen by Western blotting (WB) (data not shown).
To explore the mechanism of renewal of androgen sensitivity of growth, transfected cells were analyzed for
the phosphorylation state of key growth-regulatory proteins in the ErbB-related signaling cascade by which
classical androgen-sensitive prostatic epithelial growth is known to occur [26]. It is shown by WB with a
phosphotyrosine-specific monoclonal antibody (mAb) (Figure 1D) that upon addition of androgen, phosphorylation of c-Erb-B2 p185 appears almost equal in two types of the transfected cells (IgG(NH)-PAcP and Prl(NH)-PAcP),
but not in the wtPAcP (Figure 1D). We assumed that c-Erb-B2 is the band in the 185-kDa area in the gel. In addition,
medium from the Prl(NH)-PAcP transfected cells activates the ErbB-related signaling pathway, but in the absence
of androgen, as shown in Supplementary Figure S4A, functional consequence of c-Erb-B2 phosphorylation is downstream phosphorylation of Shc p52 [36,37], specifically on Tyr317 , which was explored in the growth-arrested and
androgen-restored IgG(NH)-PAcP transfected cells and found to corroborate the conclusions from analysis of p185
phosphorylation (Supplementary Figure S5).
The nature of the growth-inhibiting effect was further explored by use of cyclin D1/2-specific antibodies [27]. We
observed that cyclins D1/2 and Cdk4 were significantly down-regulated in IgG(NH)PAcP and wt PAcP transfected
C-81 cells, approximately 70 and 30%, respectively, compared with either Prl(NH)PAcP transfected and mock transfection, despite comparable expression of the marker protein tubulin (see Figure 1E). This finding is consistent with
the expectation that IgG(NH)-PAcP inhibits growth via cell cycle arrest in G0 /G1 phase [28,29]. Thus, multiple lines
of evidence suggest that the growth-inhibiting effect of IgG(NH)-PAcP expression is due to reversal of androgen independence of the parental LNCaP C81 cell line, and reflects suppression of the known androgen-dependent ErbB
growth signaling pathway in prostatic epithelial cells.

An alternate growth-promoting function enhanced by Prl(NH)-PAcP
To better explore the suggestion of a different function (cell proliferation rather than growth arrest) upon expression
of Prl(NH)PAcP (see Figure 1B), we established a more robust proliferative assay. We found that addition of medium
from Prl(NH)PAcP transfected cells, to growth-arrested IgG(NH)PAcP transfected cells (whose growth was shown
in Figure 1C to be exquisitely androgen dependent), resulted in growth stimulation in the absence of added androgen
(Figure 1F). No such effect was observed from mock transfection medium (the baseline for Figure 1F), and the effects
paralleled those of androgen (Figure 1C). When analyzed as previously for IgG(NH)-PAcP, it is apparent that the same
ErbB pathway is engaged, but in a different (androgen independent) and opposite (constitutively phosphorylated)
manner (Supplementary Figure S5). L(+)-tartrate affinity chromatography was subsequently used to purify PL PAcP
directly corroborate its role as a growth factor (data not shown).
Stable cell lines were generated to recapitulate the conclusion from transient transfection (Figure 2). Stable LNCaP
C-81 derived cell lines expressing IgG(NH)-PAcP resulted in androgen-dependent growth (Figure 2, lower panel).
In the absence of androgen no proliferation was observed for up to 10 days (data not shown). Upon addition
of androgens, dramatic proliferation occurred (Figure 2, lower panel). In contrast, the stable cell lines expressing
Prl(NH)-PAcP rapidly proliferated in the absence of added androgens (Figure 2 upper panel). Thus stable cell lines
recapitulate the conclusions from transient transfection, with regard to the utility of signal sequence swapping for
revealing differences in PAcP function.
To confirm these conclusions, transfected cells were labeled with bromodeoxyuridine (BrdU), whose incorporation serves as a measure of DNA synthesis [30]. Immunocytochemistry (ICC) was carried out using antibodies
specific to BrdU and PAcP, to compare the distribution of PAcP expression versus cellular proliferation. Cells expressing IgG(NH)-PAcP do not incorporate BrdU, as shown by separate red and green cells in the field shown, and
by quantitation of cells in multiple fields (Figure 3A). Thus, only the few cells not expressing PAcP are proliferat© 2021 The Author(s). This is an open access article published by Portland Press Limited on behalf of the Biochemical Society and distributed under the Creative Commons Attribution
License 4.0 (CC BY).
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Figure 2. Stable cell lines confirm observations from transient transfection with IgG(NH)PAcP and Prl(NH)PAcP

LNCaP clone C-81 cells were transfected as previously described in Figure 1. Stable cell lines were selected with 0.35 mM zeocin.
Expression of PAcP was confirmed by WB and ICC. Cells were observed and counted daily for 6 days, with androgen added to
cells at day 3. Abbreviation: ICC, immunocytochemistry.

ing. In contrast, complete concordance of PAcP expression and BrdU incorporation is observed for Prl(NH)-PAcP
transfected cells (all PAcP expressing cells are proliferating). Wt PAcP displays an intermediate effect. These results
are consistent with the hypothesis that IgG(NH)PAcP favors expression of a form of PAcP (GR PAcP) responsible for
androgen-sensitive growth regulation, and that Prl(NH)PAcP favors expression of another form (PL PAcP) responsible
for androgen-independent growth.

Distinctive subcellular localization of

GR

PAcP and

PL

PAcP

The ability of medium from Prl(NH)-PAcP to act as a growth factor for growth-arrested IgG(NH)-PAcP-expressing
cells suggested a distinctive subcellular localization for this form of PAcP. This suspicion was confirmed when cell
lysates and medium from transfected cells were analyzed by polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis in sodium dodecyl
sulfate (SDS/PAGE) and WB, revealing a major difference in PAcP’s steady-state subcellular localization depending on which signal sequence chimera was being expressed (Figure 3B). Whereas the putative GR PAcP expressed
by IgG(NH)-PAcP transfected cells was almost entirely localized to an intracellular compartment, putative PL PAcP
expressed by Prl(NH)-PAcP transfected cells was efficiently secreted into the medium. In contrast, wtPAcP was observed to have predominantly intracellular PAcP at steady state, but with substantial quantities of a secretory form,
consistent with greater heterogeneity than observed with the chimeric swapped signal sequences. That all forms of
PAcP had entered the secretory pathway was confirmed by the presence of N-linked carbohydrates (shift with Endoglycosidase F [Endo F] digestion, data not shown). The significant differences in steady-state distribution between
intracellular and secreted forms, achieved simply by swapping the N and H signal sequence domains, were corroborated by pulse-chase radiolabeling (data not shown). We next wished to determine whether the different functions
associated with PAcP expression behind different signal sequences, correspond to differences in PAcP structure.

Differences in PAcP function correlate with differences in PAcP structure
The different forms of PAcP were assayed for acid phosphatase activity for which the protein is best known. The
in-gel phosphatase activity of PAcP made behind each signal sequence chimera was analyzed in cell lysates and found
to be roughly equivalent (Figure 3C upper left hand panel). Medium from those cells (Figure 3C upper right hand
panel) confirmed the subcellular localization differences noted previously. Then samples of cell lysate and medium
were treated with L(+)-tartrate, and a distinctive L(+)-tartrate sensitivity profile was observed (Figure 3C lower gel
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Figure 3. A correlation between topology and biological activity of PAcP and its chimeric signal sequence constructs

(A) ICC staining for BrdU incorporation and PAcP expression. LNCaP clone C-81 cells were plated on a slide and transfected
as indicated in Supplementary Methods. Forty-eight hours after transfection cells were incubated with 10 µM BrdU at 37◦ C for
1 h, washed, fixed with 95% ethanol 5% acetic acid, and blocked with 5% BSA for 1 h. Cells were subsequently incubated with
anti-BrdU [2B1] mAb followed by secondary anti-mouse antibody conjugated to cyanin CY3. Then cells were washed and incubated
with polyclonal anti-PAcP antibody followed by incubation with secondary anti-rabbit antibody conjugated to fluorescein (FITC).
BrdU incorporation and PAcP expression were indicated using fluorescence microscopy. Histogram bars were created by counting
a total of 100 cells from three different randomly chosen microscope fields. The number of cells expressing BrdU alone, BrdU and
PAcP and PAcP alone are presented by the red, the yellow and the green bars, respectively. Data shown are mean +
− S.D. (n=3).
(B) Differential localization of signal sequence chimera in LNCaP transfected cells. Cells transfected as previously described
were harvested at 72 h and analyzed for the presence of PAcP in cell lysate (top panel) and media (bottom panel) by WB after 10%
SDS/PAGE. Equal amount of total protein was loaded on each lane. Data shown are % of control. Mean +
− S.D. (n=12); *P<0.01,
significantly different from control (wt-PAcP expression level). (C) In gel acid phosphatase activity of putative PAcP forms. Cells
transfected with indicated constructs were harvested as previously, lysed and equal amount of cell lysate (left) and media (right) were
separated by non-denaturing NGE, and acid phosphatase activity was measured in the gel using ELF 97 fluorogenic phosphate
substrate in the absence (top gel panel) and presence (bottom gel panel) of 10 mM L(+)-tartrate as described in ‘Methods’ section.
HSP was used as a positive control. Graph shows relative density of PAcP acid phosphatase activity. Data are mean +
− S.D. (n=4);
*P<0.03, significantly different from control (wtPAcP). Abbreviations: HSP, human seminal plasma; NGE, native gel electrophoresis;
SDS/PAGE, polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis in sodium dodecyl sulfate.

panels) and quantified (Figure 3C, bar graphs below). IgG(NH)-PAcP transfected cells displayed complete inhibition of acid phosphatase activity by L(+)-tartrate, as classically described for PAcP [31]. In contrast, PAcP expressed
in both cells and medium upon Prl(NH)PAcP transfection, was mainly L(+)-tartrate resistant. Wt-PAcP transfected
cells displayed an intermediate degree of tartrate sensitivity in both cells and medium, consistent with a combination
of L(+)-tartrate-sensitive and tartrate-resistant forms. PAcP from human seminal plasma (HSP) was observed to be
exquisitely L(+)- tartrate sensitive, suggesting that this property is shared by at least two forms of PAcP, one that is
retained in cells (putative GR PAcP, magnified by IgG(NH)-PAcP expression), and another that is secreted into seminal fluid. Taken together, these studies demonstrate PAcP expression is functionally heterogeneous and that signal
sequence swapping magnifies subsets of this heterogeneity, which correlates with differences in subcellular location.
© 2021 The Author(s). This is an open access article published by Portland Press Limited on behalf of the Biochemical Society and distributed under the Creative Commons Attribution
License 4.0 (CC BY).
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(A) NGE. Cells were transfected as previously, harvested at 72 h, lysed and 20 µg of total protein used for the Sulfo-NHS-CC-Biotin
coupling reaction (see ‘Methods’ section). NGE was conducted, followed by WB. (B) SDS/PAGE. Biotinylated lysates were treated
by loading buffer for SDS/PAGE. The SDS/PAGE was conducted, followed by WB. White bars are without biotinylation, black bars
with biotinylation. For quantitation, signal density was normalized to that of non- biotinylated wt-PAcP. Data shown are mean +
−
S.D. (n=4); *P<0.03, significantly different from control.

Structural studies of

GR

PAcP,

PL

PAcP, and

SF

PAcP

We next established that the different forms of PAcP were identical in mature amino acid sequence. PAcP was purified
by tartrate affinity chromatography from cell lysate of IgG(NH)-PAcP transfected cells (enriched in putative GR PAcP),
medium of Prl(NH)-PAcP transfected cells (enriched in putative PL PAcP), and HSP (enriched in putative SF PAcP)
[31,32]. The authentic PAcP sequence in each case were identified (Supplementary Figure S6A). The fidelity of signal
sequence: cleavage KELKFVTLVFRHG (D) was established by tandem mass spectrometry (Supplementary Figure
S6B).
With primary amino acid sequence identity of the three putative functional forms of PAcP established, we characterized their non-covalent structural differences by various methods. Transfected cell lysates were analyzed by native
gel electrophoresis (NGE) and WB (Figure 4 upper panel, biotin lanes) compared with SDS/PAGE and WB (Figure
4 lower panel, biotin lanes). Under native conditions, GR PAcP was found to be significantly less immunoreactive to a
PAcP antiserum compared with native putative PL PAcP (Figure 4, lower panel, biotin lanes). Since chemical modification with biotin is known to markedly diminish mobility of peptide segments within a protein as examined by NMR
[33], the samples were biotinylated under native conditions and the effect on immunoreactivity of the putative PAcP
forms determined. Upon analysis by NGE and WB, a dramatic enhancement of the immunospecificity to PL PAcP
was observed. Note the change in ratio between the extreme right and middle white (− biotin) and black (+ biotin)
bars in the upper panel of Figure 4, from approximately 2:1 to >8:1, respectively. Parallel samples subjected to NGE
were subsequently analyzed by SDS/PAGE and WB to demonstrate equal presence of the protein in all lanes (data
not shown), eliminating the trivial explanation that one form of PAcP failed to migrate on NGE or that biotinylation
preferentially affected its ability to enter the gel. Upon analysis by SDS/PAGE and WB, all samples were found to be
equally well biotinylated, with no significant differences in immunoreactivity after SDS/PAGE among the samples
(Figure 4 lower panel). Note the slight shift to higher mw with biotinylation in all cases. These results suggest that
biotinylation decreases GR PAcP flexiblity and therefore maintains a critical immunoreactive epitope in a buried site.
In contrast, PL PAcP fully exposes that epitope on the cell surface and therefore remains strongly immunoreactive
regardless of biotinylation.
We applied a tryptic digestion to determine possible structural difference between different transfectants.
IgG(NH)-PAcP was found to be more resistant at 60 min of digestion, with no accumulation of digestion fragments
(pattern 1, data not shown). Together these properties constitute a putative biochemical signature of GR PAcP. Digestion of Prl(NH)-PAcP demonstrated two fragments (termed pattern 2), and no resistance at 60 min of digestion, a
putative biochemical signature of PL PAcP. In contrast, wtPAcP showed the digestion resistance signature of GR PAcP,
but a different digestion pattern than that of Prl(NH)-PAcP (termed pattern 2). These results suggested that GR PAcP,
PL
PAcP, and SF PAcP were characterized by distinctive tryptic digestion patterns (data not shown), and predicted that
PAcP in medium from wt PAcP transfected cells was not PL PAcP. This conclusion was also supported by the different
cell sensitivity to PAcP in the medium from transfected cells (IgG(NH)-PAcP showed no effect on the growth rate) ,
and by L(+)-tartrate affinity chromatography (see Supplementary Figure S7A,B).
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Figure 4. PAcP immunoreactivity before and after biotinylation
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Figure 5. Analysis of PAcP forms by 2D IEF SDS/PAGE/WB

Cells were transfected as previously, harvested at 72 h, lysed and 150 µg of total protein (lysate) or the same percentage of total
medium was treated with Endo F to completion under native conditions, and analyzed using 2DGE followed by WB. (A1–A4) Analysis of transfected cell lysates was used to define six PAcP-related spots (see text). Wt-PAcP (A1), IgG(NH)-PAcP (A2), HSP (A3),
Prl(NH)-PAcP (A4). (B1–B4) The spots defined from transfected cell lysates were compared with spots observed in HSP or media.
Wt-PAcP (B1), IgG(NH)-PAcP (B2), Prl(NH)-PAcP (B3), HSP (B4), (C) 25 µl of human serum samples and 5 µl of HSP were precleaned, treated with Endo F to completion under native conditions, and analyzed by 2DGE as previously. Clinical histories were (a)
Gleason grade 3+3, stage pT2cNXMX, adenocarcinoma; (b) Gleason grade 3+3, stage pT2cNXMX, small acinar adenocarcinoma;
(c) Gleason grade 3+3, stage pT2cNXMX, small acinar adenocarcinoma; (d) Gleason grade 5+4, stage pT3N1MX, invasive prostatic
adenocarcinoma; (e) Gleason grade 4+5, stage pT3bN1MX, small acinar. (f) Gleason grade 4+5, stage pT3bN1MX, small acinar; (g)
normal serum. adenocarcinoma; (f) Gleason grade 4+5, stage pT2cN0MX, small acinar adenocarcinoma; (g) healthy male control
serum; HSP as used in previous panels as a reference. See Supplementary Methods for additional details.

The data from NGE immunoreactivity strongly support the notion that the identical mature PAcP sequence (as
demonstrated by mass spectrometry), was folded differently to generate GR PAcP and PL PAcP. The data from acid
phosphatase activity, L(+)-tartrate affinity chromatography, native tryptic mapping, and subcellular localization are
all consistent with this conclusion. However these methods left some ambiguities: two forms are secreted (PL PAcP and
SF
PAcP), and two forms (GR PAcP and SF PAcP), have acid phosphatase activity that is L(+)-tartrate sensitive. Another
structural method was needed to unambiguously distinguish these forms.
N-linked sugars were removed from all samples by exhaustive digestion with Endo F, and another analytical
method, 2-dimensional gel electrophoresis (2DGE) involving isoelectric focusing (IEF) from pH 3 to 10 (first dimension), followed by SDS/PAGE (second dimension), was applied. A distinctive pattern of three groups of spots
(#1–3) was observed in IgG(NH)PAcP transfected cells (Figure 5A second panel). An overlapping pattern of two
spots (#2, #4), and another spot (#6) was observed in HSP (Figure 5A third panel). In addition to spots #1–3 and
#6 in cell lysate, and #2, #4, and #6 in media (Figure 5B), a striking new spot (#5) was observed in Prl(NH)PAcP
transfected cells in both cells and media (Figure 5A bottom panel). The 2DGE patterns after Endo F digestion provides further support for the hypothesis of subsets of PAcP involved in androgen-sensitive growth control (GR PAcP,
spots #1–3), androgen-independent proliferation (PL PAcP, spot #5), and in HSP (SF PAcP, spot #2, #4, #6). Furthermore, these data suggest that wtPAcP comprises GR PAcP (within cells) and SF PAcP (secreted into the medium) but
not PL PAcP, and thus the non-L(+)-tartrate bound material expressed from wtPAcP transfected cells (data not shown)
must represent yet other forms presently uncharacterized. One prediction of this analysis is that the medium from wtPAcP transfected cells contains SF PAcP, not PL PAcP, and hence, should not promote proliferation of growth-arrested
© 2021 The Author(s). This is an open access article published by Portland Press Limited on behalf of the Biochemical Society and distributed under the Creative Commons Attribution
License 4.0 (CC BY).
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Discussion
We demonstrate that simply swapping the N and H domains of the signal sequence has profound effects on function, subcellular localization, and structure of PAcP. These effects occur without differences in mature PAcP primary
structure (Supplementary Figure S6). A number of lines of evidence, most notably Figure 4, suggest that differences
in folding are critical determinants of the functional subsets of PAcP defined here, and hence that these forms can be
considered as alternate conformers, generated by distinctive pathways of biogenesis, analogous to previous studies on
the biogenesis of PrP and other proteins [10–15].
The different forms of PAcP also differently affected the classical oncogenic regulatory mechanism in LNCap cells:
cyclinD/cdk4 complex. Cyclin D has been identified as a key regulatory subunit of the holoenzyme that promotes the
G1 /S-phase transition through phosphorylating the pRB protein [34]. Cyclin D1 overexpression leads to elevated cancer growth and negatively affects functions of proteins involved in DNA repair including BRCA1/2 [35,36]. Thus, the
use of cyclin D-dependent kinase inhibitors was one of the approaches taken for the development of novel anticancer
therapies, culminating in the development of palbociclib, which is being used effectively in the clinic for treatment of
breast cancer [37]. Cyclin D1/2 and the kinases it regulates (cdk4 and cdk6) mediate the cellular response to mitogenic
signals in androgen-induced prostate cell proliferation.
The changes in the abundance of cyclin D1/2 and cdk4/6 complexes and the phosphorylation state of Rb correlated
with the percentage of proliferating cells before and after androgen treatment. Therefore, the overexpression of both
complexes is a significant indicator for progression of the malignancy [38].
Conversely, if the cyclin D and cdk4/6 levels are decreasing, it shows that the prostate cancer cell phenotype is
going back to less malignant one. This phenomenon, also correlated with restoring of the androgen sensitivity [39].
For example, Benitez et al., showed that expression of cyclin D1 and Cdk4 as well as cyclin D1/Cdk4 kinase activity
were reduced under anticancer treatment in LNCaP, low passage (androgen-sensitive cancer line) and not in PC-3
(non-androgen sensitive cells) [40].
The androgen sensitivity of prostate cancer cells is one of the most important factors for the progression, treatment,
and prognosis of the disease [41]. If they still have a prostate epithelium phenotype and have not lost the differentiation complexity of mature cells, they can be sensitive for the androgen blocking therapy [42]. However, if the cells
become insensitive to the androgen/androgen blockers, the success of the anti-prostate cancer treatment might be
very low. Thus, restoring of the androgen sensitivity is so important. The LNCaP cell line, developed by Horoszewicz,
shows androgen-dependent growth in the early passages and a loss of androgen sensitivity in later stages [24,43]. It is
important to mention that androgen treatment of these cells enhances the synthesis and secretion of PAcP [44].
LNCaP cells contain considerable amounts of androgen receptors [45]. We observed that effects of PL PAcP are
pro-oncogenic and correlated with the lost of the androgen sensitivity. Remarkably, GR PAcP was able to restore the
androgen sensitivity to cells and actually mimicked the effect of the androgen blocker in the experimental system.
In light of its demonstrated growth factor activity, and striking appearance in serum of patients with early prostate
cancer, a role in prostate cancer pathogenesis is suggested for PL PAcP (Figure 6). Given the evidence presented that
PL
PAcP represents the product of a distinct pathway of biogenesis, its role in cancer likely represents dysregulated
timing of expression rather than an aberration of structure per se. We therefore propose that PL PAcP has a physiological function, perhaps of stimulating prostatic epithelial proliferation early in embryonic prostate development, but
that its expression is normally developmentally programmed to be extinguished by adulthood. Dysregulated renewal
of PL PAcP expression in adulthood would provide an added stimulus to prostatic epithelial proliferation. As a result
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IgG(NH)PAcP transfected cells. This prediction was fulfilled, validating the present approach and conclusions (Supplementary Figure S8).
With three forms of PAcP characterized and previous ambiguities of secretion and tartrate sensitivity resolved, we
next explored a possible clinical correlation to prostate cancer. A set of blinded clinical serum samples were analyzed
by 2DGE after Endo F digestion to remove sugars. When the code was subsequently broken, 2D gel spot #5, the signature of of Prl(NH)-PAcP transfected cells and medium, was observed in all of the early prostate cancer (Gleason stage
3+3) specimens (Figure 5C panels a–c). In contrast, normal serum showed no PAcP (Figure 5C panel g) and the late
prostate cancers (Gleason stages 4+5 and 5+4, Figure 5C panels d–f) showed less or none of the PL PAcP-specific spot
#5. Consistent with our working hypothesis, the HSP PAcP 2D gel pattern was distinctly different from both GR PAcP
and PL PAcP. Thus, SF PAcP is likely a form of PAcP derived from yet another biosynthetic pathway. In light of the lack
of growth factor activity of the L(+)-tartrate-resistant fraction of secreted PAcP expressed from wtPAcP transfected
cells (Supplementary Figure S8), further heterogeneity of PAcP beyond these three forms cannot be excluded.
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Figure 6. Proposed role of PAcP conformers in the natural history of prostate cancer
See text for details.

of its action, either malignant transformation is facilitated or incipient cancer progresses. Eventually, a high grade,
androgen-independent malignant clone emerges in which PAcP is no longer expressed.
The striking lack of PL PAcP within the heterogeneity represented by wtPAcP transfected cell lysate and medium
(see Supplementary Figure S8), suggests that GR PAcP and SF PAcP are made by default pathways present in the LNCaP
C-81 cell line that nolonger expresses PAcP. This is consistent with PL PAcP being made via a tightly regulated pathway
of biogenesis whose normal induction is temporally highly restricted. This reasoning suggests two novel anticancer
therapeutic strategies. First, redirection of PAcP nascent chains from the induced pathway of PL PAcP biogenesis to
the likely cancer-suppressing default pathway of GR PAcP biogenesis. Second, conformer-specific blockade of PL PAcP
growth factor action, to remove a critical early stimulus to cancer or its progression.
The present study also demonstrate that signal sequence swapping is a powerful tool for analysis of gene expression.
It provides a means of managing the daunting heterogeneity of the proteome, identifying minor subsets of chains that
may be critical to disease pathogenesis. A caveat is that the extent to which a given signal sequence will enrich for a
particular conformer may need to be determined empirically for each protein studied. The differences in the behavior
of different forms of PAcP are summarized in the Supplementary Table S1.
While the data presented provide striking evidence for conformational differences between subsets of PAcP structure that derive from distinct pathways of biogenesis, several areas of uncertainty remain. Exhaustive digestion with
Endo F eliminated sugars as the sole basis for the differences observed (see Figure 5). However, glycosylation or other
PTMs may still be markers of such differences. Likewise additional conformers of PAcP may have been missed by
the present analysis, either due to the existence of other pathways of biogenesis discoverable by extension of signal
sequence swapping methodology, or by other mechanisms.
Finally, these studies have a profound implication for our understanding of biological regulation of gene expression.
Conventional proteomic analyses may miss critical features of proteins (e.g. protein folding and secondary covalent
modifications) crucial to understanding normal physiology and natural history of disease. This has been shown to
be the case for prion disease previously [46], has been implied for other proteins [47], and is extended here to PAcP
and its role in prostate cancer.
© 2021 The Author(s). This is an open access article published by Portland Press Limited on behalf of the Biochemical Society and distributed under the Creative Commons Attribution
License 4.0 (CC BY).
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Conversely, exhaustive analysis of the proteome generates an enormous ‘haystack’ of heterogeneity in which the
pathophysiologically relevant ‘needle’ is difficult to determine. Here we used distinctive pathways of biogenesis to
filter this heterogeneity and thereby identify those forms of particular interest. The robust functional differences and
correlation to prostate cancer elucidated, suggests this strategy can be powerful.
The occurrence of alternate forms of proteins with radically different functions suggests a great deal more information content in the genome than is generally appreciated. A critical challenge of the coming period is to learn how
to detect, organize, and manipulate this functional conformational diversity in a rapid and facile manner. The tools
used here can help, but point to a more daunting future challenge: the task of dissecting the transient, co-translational
pathways by which this new level of biological regulation occurs.

LNCaP cell model and cell culture
The LNCaP cell model is a well accepted prostate cancer cell line (American Type Culture Collection, Manassas,
Virginia, United States). Briefly, we used two stages of LNCaP cells during regular maintenance designated as C33
(LNCaP passage number <33) and C-81 (LNCaP passage number between 81 and 120). The cells in these stages
exhibit different androgen-responsiveness of growth stimulation: C33 cells are androgen-sensitive while C-81 cells
are androgen independent. This cell model recapitulates the progression of human prostate tumor from early to the
advanced hormone-refractory stage. Cells were routinely maintained in RPMI 1640 medium supplemented with 5%
FCS, 1% L-glutamine, 50 µg/ml gentamycin sulfate. All tissue culture material was from GIBCO.

Generation of constructs
All constructs were engineered using standard PCR and cloning techniques. PCRs were performed with a universal
reverse primer designed complementary to the 30 nucleotide sequence of PAcP and long forward primers (ranging
from 80 to 120 base pairs) harboring the appropriate nucleotides encoding various signal sequences. To eliminate
undesirable mutations associated with long PCRs, only a small fragment of the PCR product was subcloned into
pBluescript II SK vector using a unique HincII restriction site in PAcP sequence at base pair 327. Clones were then
sequenced to ensure successful generation of nucleotide swap without unwanted mutations. PAcP variants were then
transferred from pBluescript II SK vector to either pTNT or pcDNA3.1/Zeo (+) vectors by restriction digestion and
ligation.

Androgen responsiveness assay
For transient transfection experiments, cells were plated at a density of 4 × 105 cells per well in a six-well plate in
RPMI 1640 medium containing 5% charcoal/dextran-stripped FBS (cFBS) 24 h before transfection. The adherent
cells were transfected using 10 µl cationic lipid reagent Lipofectamine 2000 (Invitrogen) with 4 µg of plasmid DNA
for PAcP in the serum-free RPMI 1640 medium. After 5 h of incubation, transfection medium was replaced with 2
ml/well complete medium supplement with cFBS. Seventy-two hours after transfection, cells were trypsinized and
counted using counting chamber (hemocytometer). For the androgen sensitivity growth control experiments, 10 nM
of 5α-dihydrotestosterone (DHT) (Sigma) was added at last 48 h of transfection.

Generation of stable cell lines
LNCaP clone C-81 cells were transfected with pcDNA3.1zeo+ vector harboring full-length human PAcP with
IgG(NH)-PAcP or Prl(NH)-PAcP signal sequences. Stable cell lines were selected under 500 µg of zeocin (Invitrogen). Expression of PAcP was confirmed by Western immunoblotting and ICC staining using anti-PAcP antibody
(see below).

Growth assay in the presence of Prl(NH)-PAcP transfected media
C-81 cells were transfected as described above with pcDNA3.1/Zeo(+) vector harboring full-length human
Prl(NH)-PAcP or empty vector (mock). Seventy-two hours after transfection medium was harvested. The
Prl(NH)-PAcP medium or empty vector transfected cells medium was introduced instead of the growing medium
to the wt-PAcP, IgG(NH)-PAcP, Prl(NH)-PAcP and mock transfected cells after 5 h of experimental transfection (2
ml/well). Seventy-two hours later, all types of cells were trypsinized and counted by hemocytometer. For these experiments acid phosphatase enzymatic activity of Prl(NH)-PAcP media was established. Acid phosphatase activity was
assayed in a reaction mixture (0.1 ml) containing 10 mM p-nitrophenyl phosphate (pNPP; Sigma, St. Louis, Missouri,
U.S.A.), 100 mM sodium acetate, pH 5.0, at room temperature. The assay was initiated with addition of 5 µl medium
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containing Prl(NH)-PAcP enzyme or mock-transfected medium. Appropriate controls in which non-transfected
complete media were included with each experiment to correct the absorbance due to the color of the complete 1640
RPMI media (with Phenol Red) containing 5% cFBS. Non-enzymatic hydrolysis of pNPP was corrected by including control assays without added enzyme. The amount of product, p-nitrophenol, produced was calculated from the
increase in absorbance at 410 nm using the molar extinction coefficient of 17800 M−1 .cm−1 , which was determined
with p-nitrophenol standards.
One unit of enzyme is defined as the amount of enzyme that is required to hydrolyze 1 pmol of pNPP/min at room
temperature. Western immunoblotting with anti-PAcP antibody (10 µl medium) was used as additional control for
Prl(NH)-PAcP expression.
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Western immunoblotting
C-81 cells were transfected as describe above. Seventy-two hours after transfection, cells were washed with ice-cold
PBS and lysed into 150 mM HEPES, 50 mM NaCl, 0.1% Triton-X 100, 2 mM PMSF, and 1:100 (v/v) protease inhibitors cocktail (Sigma). The protein concentration of cell extracts was measured by Bradford’s method [48] using
the Bio-Rad protein assay kit (Bio-Rad Laboratories) with bovine serum albumin as a standard and 10–20 µg of total
protein or relative amount of media for each transfection was separated at 10% SDS/PAGE or non-denatured PAGE,
followed by WB with anti-PAcP antibody raised against purified denatured PAcP from HSP.
Mouse mAb against tubulin was used as a loading control. WB were developed and band intensities were measured
using Typhoon (GE Healthcare, Buffalo, N.Y.) imaging system or band intensities were quantified with NIH Image
software.

Western immunoblotting for phosphorylated proteins
LNCaP C-81 transfected cells were washed three times with ice-cold PBS and lysed into NaCl 150 mM, Tris pH 7.5
50 mM, NP-40 1% (v/v), EDTA 1 mM, EGTA 1 mM, Na3 VO4 1 mM, NaF 50 mM, Na4 P2 O7 10 mM, Na deoxycholate
0.25% (v/v), Na β-glycerophosphate 10 mM, β-mercaptoethanol 1% (v/v), PMSF 1 mM, protease inhibitors coctail
1:100 (v/v). The protein concentration of cell extracts was measured by Bradford’s method and amount of 20–60 µg of
total protein for each individual transfection was separated at 6–12% SDS/PAGE, followed by Western immunoblotting with anti-pY clone 4G10 (Upstate), anti-CyclinD 1/2 (Upstate), anti-Cdk 4 (Santa Cruz), anti-phosphoTyr317 Shc
p52 (Upstate) antibodies. A mouse mAb against tubulin was used a loading control. WB were developed and band
intensities were measured using Typhoon Imaging system.

Affinity chromatography of PAcP
L(+)-Tartrate (Fisher Scientific, New Jersey, U.S.A.) was coupled to column chromatography media as described
[49] and equilibrated with sodium acetate buffer (50 mmol/liter, pH 5.0). For mass spectrometry analysis of PAcP
from Prl(NH)-PAcP transfected media, IgG(NH)-PAcP cell lysate, or HSP, the protein was eluted with 50 mmol/l
L(+)-tartrate in sodium acetate buffer. For affinity chromatography gradient analysis, cell lysates and HSP were applied on to the column (176 µg of total protein and 5 µl HSP, respectively). The level of PAcP was previously normalized by Western blot.
The enzyme was then eluted by linear gradient of the same buffer containing from 0 to 10 mM L(+)-tartrate with a
flow rate of 26 ml/h. Fractions were dialyzed against Tris-buffered saline overnight, lyophilized and stored at −80◦ C.
The affinity chromatography gradient samples were resuspended in Laemmli sample buffer and one-fifth of each
fraction applied to 10% SDS/PAGE and analyzed by WB using anti-PAcP antibody. The column was reused after
three cycles of washing in 0.5 M sodium chloride in 0.1 M sodium acetate buffer pH 4.0; 0.5 M sodium chloride in
0.1 M sodium bicarbonate buffer pH 9.0 in water.

ICC for BrdU incorporation and PAcP expression
LNCaP clone C-81 cells were plated in six-well plates on the slide at a density of 105 cells/slide and were transfected
with pcDNA3.1zeo+ vector harboring full-length human PAcP with different signal sequences. Forty-eight hours after transfection cells were incubated with 10 µM 5-bromo-2-deoxyuridine (BrdU) (Sigma) at 37◦ C for 1 h, washed
and fixed with 95% ethanol and 5% acetic acid. DNA was denatured by incubation in 2 N HCl/0.5% Triton X-100
buffer. After the cells were washed, blocked with 5% BSA and stained with anti-BrdU [2B1] mAb (Abcam) followed
by secondary anti-mouse antibody conugated to cyanine CY3 (Jackson Immuno Research). Then cells were incubated with polyclonal anti-PAcP antibody followed by incubation with secondary anti-rabbit antibody conugated
© 2021 The Author(s). This is an open access article published by Portland Press Limited on behalf of the Biochemical Society and distributed under the Creative Commons Attribution
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to fluorescein (FITC) (Jackson Immuno Research). BrdU incorporation and PAcP expression were indicated using
fluorescence microscopy.

In gel acid phosphatase activity assay
C-81 transfected cells were harvested, lysed, and relatively equal amounts of cell lysate and media were separated on
non-denatured PAGE. In gel acid phospatase activity was detected as followed: gels were incubated in 100 mM sodium
acetate buffer pH 5.0 in the presence or absence of 10 mM L(+)-tartrate for 30 min, then gels were briefly washed with
the buffer without L(+)-tartrate and replaced with the same buffer contain 5 µM Enzyme-Labeled-Fluorescence (ELF
97) (Molecular Probes) fluorogenicphosphate substrate for 5 min. The bands were visualized under UV excitation.

Twenty micrograms of total cellular protein from standard cell transfection was incubated at 37◦ C for 15 and 60 min
with final concentration of trypsin 20 or 100 µg/ml in 40 mM Tris (pH 8.1), 1 mM CaCl2 digestion buffer. Reactions
were stopped by addition of PMSF to 0.5 mM, EDTA to 10 mM and aprotinin to 0.03 mg/ml. After incubation for 10
min, samples were prepared in Laemmli sample buffer and resolved to 12% SDS/PAGE. and analyzed by WB using
anti-PAcP antibody. Control treatments were carried under identical conditions without adding trypsin.

Biotinylation of lysine residues on PAcP forms
Twenty micrograms of total protein was used for the Sulfo-NHS-CCBiotin (Pierce) coupling reaction. Biotinylation
was done in PBS for 23 min at 28◦ C at a final concentration of 10 mM biotin. The reaction was stopped by adding excess (final concentration 20 mM) free lysine. Control treatments were carried out under identical conditions without
biotin.

Sample preparation for mass spectrometry
To establish that the proteins were identical in amino acid sequence by mass determination and tandem mass spectrometry of the amino terminal peptides the intracellular IgG(NH)-PAcP, secreted Prl(NH)-PAcP from the media
and PAcP from seminal fluid were first purified on L(+)-tartrate column (as described), then purified PAcP (40 µg)
was dissolved in 20 µl of 6 M guanidinium hydrochloride, 0.5 M sodium phosphate (pH 8.0), 0.125 M dithiothreitol
(DTT) and incubated at 60◦ C for 1 h. After cooling to room temperature, 10 µl of 1 M iodoacetamide was added and
the mixture incubated in the dark for 1.5 h. The sample volume was increased to 300 µl with 0.1 M sodium phosphate
(pH 8.0). The pH was adjusted to ∼7.5 by addition of 15 µl of 0.5 M sodium phosphate (pH 8.0). Endoproteinase
Asp-N (0.6 mg) (sequencing grade Endoproteinase Asp-N was obtained from Wako Chemicals U.S.A., Inc. (Richmond, VA)) was added and the mixture was incubated at 37◦ C in the dark for 36 h. Digestion was terminated by
addition of trifluoracetic acid and the samples were stored at −80◦ C until analysis by mass spectrometry.

Liquid chromatography tandem mass spectrometry
Mixtures of proteolytically generated peptides were analyzed by nano-liquid chromatography tandem mass spectrometry (LC-MS/MS) utilizing an Eksigent 2DLC nanoHPLC System (Eksigent, Dublin, CA) interfaced with a QStar XL
mass spectrometer (Applied Biosystems/Sciex) equipped with an ionspray II nanospray source. External calibration
was performed in MS/MS mode using fragment ions of Glu-fibrinopeptide as references. A Pepmap C18 trap column
(300 µm i.d., 5 mm length, 300 Å pore size, 5 µm particle size, LC Packings, Sunnyvale, CA) and a 15 cm, 75 µm
column self-packed with Jupiter Proteo C14 end-capped material (90Å pore size, 4 µm particle size, Phenomenex,
Torrance, CA) were used for desalting and reversed phase peptide separation, respectively. A 25-min linear gradient
from 2% B to 55% B was run at 250 nl/min flow rate, utilizing solvent A: 2% acetonitrile/0.1% formic acid and solvent
B: 80% acetonitrile/0.08% formic acid. Precursor ion selection employed an automated routine (IDA, Analyst QS 1.1.
Applied Biosystems/Sciex) that consisted of a series of one survey MS scan (1 s, m/z 400–1700) and two MS/MS scans
(2 s, m/z 60–1500); nitrogen served as a collision gas and collision energy was automatically adjusted depending on
the size and charge state of the precursor ion. The doubly and triply charged molecular ions representing peptides
KELKFVTLVFRHG as well as a putative peptide DRSVLAKELKFVTLVFRHG, the latter expected in the presence
of signal peptide sequence, were included into the IDA precursor ion selection program to preferentially perform
MS/MS scans on any ions +
−150 ppm of the input m/z. Protein identification was accomplished by using the MASCOT 2.1 (Matrix Science) search engine. Mammalia taxonomy was searched within the MSDB (08/31/2006) database
utilizing the following parameters: precursor ion mass tolerance: 150 ppm; fragment mass tolerance: 0.15 Da; Asp-N
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digestion with three missed cleavages, fixed modifications: S-carboxyamidomethyl, variable modifications: deamidation (Asn and Gln); Met-sulfoxide; Pyro-Glu (from N-terminal Gln); phosphorylation of Ser and Thr. The analysis
was performed at the Mass Spectrometric Facility of the University of Califonia San Francisco.

2DGE and WB
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Prior to the 2DGE/WB analysis, 150 µg of total protein and 100 µl of media from each separate transfection were
treated under native conditions with Endo F (New England BioLab) for 1 h at 37◦ C (amount of Endo F added to the
reaction was calculated as 1 U/10 µg of total protein, prior WB was performed to assure that sugars removed completely). A total of 25 µl of human blood samples and 5 µl of HSP were precleaned with ProteoPrep Immunoaffinity
Albumin&IgG Depletion Kit (Sigma) and treated with Endo F as described above. Each sample (cell lysis, media,
blood sample, and seminal plasma) after Endo F digestion was individually dissolved in a rehydration buffer (8 M
urea, 2% 3-[C3-cholamidoproyl] dimethyl-ammonio-1-propansulfonate [CHAPS], 50 mM DTT, 0.2% Bio-Lyte 3/10
ampholyte, 0.002% Bromophenol Blue), and subjected to 2D gel electrophoresis (IEF in the first dimension). Briefly,
strips were incubated overnight with ReadyStrip IPG Strips (pH range of 3–10 NL) at room temperature. The IEF
separation was carried out in PROTEAN IEF Cell by following the manufacturer’s suggested method (Bio-Rad Laboratories, Hercules, CA). Following the IEF separation, the strips were consecutively treated for 10 min each, first with
1% (w/v) DTT (in equilibration buffer: 0.375 M Tris, pH 8.8, containing 6 M urea, 20% glycerol, and 2% SDS), and
next with 2.5% (w/v) iodoacetamide (also dissolved in equilibration buffer). IEF was performed at 20◦ C, with the following focusing parameters: 250 V (15 min), then from 250 to 4000 V with the 10000 V.hour. The current was limited
to 50 µA/strip. After IEF, the individual strips were washed in SDS electrophoresis buffer (25 mM Tris pH8.8, 192
mM glycine, 0.1% SDS), placed on top of 10% SDS/PAGE and sealed in place with sealing solution (0.5% low-melting
agarose in SDS electrophoresis buffer). The proteins were transferred to PVDF membrane and immunoblotted with
anti-PAcP antibody.

Statistical analysis
The results are given as mean +
− SE. The statistical significance *(P<0.05) was calculated among the experimental
groups using Whitney–Mann U-test. The QuickCalcs online service GraphPad Software, found at www.graphpad.
com/quickcalcs/ttest1.cfm, was used for statistical evaluations.
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